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Halo Jewel
“With Halo Jewel, the light becomes a precious element that is linked within 

lightweight structures suspended in space”  
Martín Azúa.



LINKED LIGHT

Designed by Martín Azúa

Designer Martín Azúa takes another 
evolutionary leap with Halo Jewel by 
converting it into a luminous jewel. A 
shimmering and pure light, although treated 
in such a way as to avoid glare, drawing 
the eye with its precious linking element 
that supports it.

Halo Jewel



The vertical Halo Jewel model combines different units of differing heights, lending a 
dynamic element to large spaces such as stairwells and halls in public or semi-public 
zones of businesses, hotels and cultural installations.

The materials, an elegant steel structure 
with a matt gold finish, and the various 
angles of inclination, define a light fitting 
that transcends the material. Even the 
supporting piece appears to give off a 
luminance when touched by the light. With 
its black profile link it picks up on trends in 
contemporary jewellery design.

“With Halo I wanted to bring the 
light closer to people, so that it would 
accompany them. Although behind this 
proximity there’s a complex technical 
project” Martín Azúa.



The circular model, the Halo Jewel ring 
evokes this brilliance that cannot be fully 
appreciated until it is installed and can 
be seen in operation. The link lends it a 
distinguishing expression amongst other 
light fittings. The vertical model with three 
light rods joined together recalls the refined 
Art Deco aesthetic. 

The essential forms of the light fitting, 
based on a double diffuser design, trace 
strokes of linear and circular light, while 
the Led source disappears. The impacting 
simplicity of the new linking support 
provides the fitting with a warmer and 
more domestic feel. Halo Jewel is a lamp 
conceived for illuminating both residential 
and restaurant interiors, hotels and spaces 
meant to make an impression. 

Halo Jewel circular, used on its own individually, can become an 
elegant hanging lamp over dining tables or meeting room tables.



Press enquiries
For press enquiries, please contact:
Smart Deco: vibia@smartdeco.es

About Vibia
Founded in 1987 VIBIA makes contemporary designer 
lighting systems that bring technological innovation and 
cultural expression together. Based in Barcelona city centre 
and with a presence in more than 80 countries around the 
world, it also has an associate in the USA. VIBIA’s products 
provide specifi c solutions and also inspire the creative 
capacity of architectural, interior design and lighting 
professionals with a catalogue fi lled with unique lamps.
vibia.com

Family Halo Jewel Designer Martín Azúa 
Materials Ceiling rose: Steel Diffuser: Methacrylate  
Pendant structure: Steel LED support: Aluminum 
Finishes Black and Gold finish

The circular version of Halo Jewel when configured in multiple 
units turns into an extraordinary light installation that floats and 

expands in physical space.

Using compositions featuring several 
units of differing heights it can become 
an impacting light installation floating in 
space. It’s the perfect fitting for creating 
a distinctive lighting ambiencs for public 
spaces or private residential use.  

The collection that immediately preceded 
this one Halo Lineal was awarded Best of 
Year Award by Interior Design Magazine – 
USA back in 2015.

“Halo is an open system that allows for a 
multitude of possibilities, some of which I 
haven’t even imagined yet” Martín Azúa.


